FILAMATT

NATURAL-EFFECT PROTECTIVE WAX

TERRACOTTA
QUARRY TILES
AGGLOMERATES

WHAT IT’S FOR
For floor maintenance and matt finish
for treatments of terracotta, quarry
tiles, tumbled marble and natural
stone floors.
The ideal finishing coat after the
application of a water-based waterproofing sealer.
Ideal on internal walls in brick and
natural stone to prevent flaking.

HOW TO USE IT

ADVANTAGES
Provides natural finish.
Highly concentrated: can be diluted
according to requirements.
Can be polished to achieve a satin
finish.
Completely removable.
Has a high self-levelling capacity.

COVERAGE

With one litre:
Terracotta
Stone

Packaging

30 m2
30/40 m2

“Coverage shown is for guidance purposes only
and refers to single coats”

1 litre cans in boxes of 12.
5-litre cans in boxes of 4.
WARNINGS
• Keep out of reach of children.
• Do not disperse into the environment after use.
• Store at room temperature.; Protect can from frost.

LABELLING
No safety and risk labelling or instructions are
required, as the product is not classified as hazardous
under current regulations.

TEMPERATURES
Storage temperature: from 5° to 30° C
The product must be applied to material with a temperature
of between 10° and 30°C.

Safety data sheet available on request for
professional users.

COMPOSITION
Aqueous emulsion of hard waxes and polymers
with addition of matting agent and other appropriate
additives.

For the protection of floors and bare walls:
Dilute FILAMATT slightly to make it more fluid and
easier to apply by adding a glass of water per litre of
product. On a clean and dry surface, apply one even
coat of FILAMATT using a fleece pad or cloth (brush).
Wait until completely dry (about an hour) and then apply
a second coat in the opposite direction to the first (i.e.
horizontal if previously applied vertically or vice-versa).
The floor can be walked on after one hour. For a greater
sheen, buff with a floor polisher or a wool cloth. If
treating terracotta and highly absorbent natural stone
(limestone, sandstone, old quarries, rough quartzite),
we recommend a base coat of a water-proofing product
such as FILAFOB or FILAW68.
For maintenance:
Restoring finish (every 2-3 months): after cleaning
the surface with a diluted solution of FILACLEANER
(1:200), apply FILAMATT diluting 500 ml of product in 5
litres of water. The floor can be walked on once it is dry.
Restoring protection (once a year): apply slightly diluted
wax (200 ml of water per litre of product) using a fleece
pad, cloth or other applicator. The floor can be walked
on once it is dry.
For Anti-flaking treatment: apply an even coat of undiluted
FILAMATT to the dry floor using a paintbrush. The treated
surface will be dry after approximately one hour.
Caution:
The product can be removed by using the specific
wax-remover for water-based waxes FILAPS87. Not
recommended for use on outdoor surfaces or in damp
environments and where water remains (bathrooms,
showers). The product can change the appearance of the
material, first spot test a small area to check for any changes.

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Appearance: liquid
Colour: milky white
Odour: flowery
Density: 1.004 kg/l
pH: 8.9
This information is the result of our most up-to-date
technical know-how and is based on ongoing laboratory
research and testing. Nevertheless, for reasons beyond
our control, any suggestions always require appropriate
analysis, testing and monitoring. Fila shall not accept
any responsibility for improper use of its products.
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